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Abstract

Background: Continuing Professional Development is important for maintaining and developing knowledge and skills. Evidence regarding direct impact on practice is limited. Existing literature often lacks sufficient detail regarding the initiative or its evaluation, making transferability problematic.

Objective: To explore the impact and perceived value of multi-disciplinary Continuing Professional Development workshops for Health Visitors who support families with children with complex health needs.

Design: Realistic Evaluation principles guided the research. Workshop attendees were invited to participate (n.21), 81% (n.17) agreed. Data collection included a questionnaire and semi-structured interviews. Data analysis included descriptive statistics and qualitative thematic analysis.

Setting: One North of England Health Service Trust.

Findings: Interrelated temporal themes emerged. Before the workshop expectations included, uncertainty regarding content and ambiguity regarding attendance. During workshops comments focused on networking opportunities, the detail, content and facilitation of the learning experience. ‘Emotional safety’ enabled interaction, sharing and absorption of information, and potentially increased trust, confidence and social capital. Participants viewed the workshop as informative, enhancing insight regarding roles, services and processes. Post-workshop participants reported examples of practice enhancements attributed to workshop attendance including: confidence building; improved team working; facilitation of early referral and accessing additional support for families.
Conclusions: Findings suggest initiative developers aiming CPD at new or existing teams need to consider nurturing social capital and to pay attention to the context and mechanisms, which can prompt attendance, engagement and subsequent practice application.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Continuing Professional Development (CPD) is considered an important component to maintaining and developing the knowledge and skills of the healthcare workforce, contributing to safe and effective professional practice (Rafferty, Xyrichis and Caldwell, 2015). This is reinforced in the United Kingdom (UK) by the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) standards which include mandatory revalidation requirements specifying that all nurses, midwives and health visitors must complete 35 hours of continuing professional development (CPD) activity every 3 years (NMC, 2015). However, as funding for educational initiatives becomes increasingly scrutinised within a financially constrained health service, so too is the value of face-to-face educational events (Greatbatch, 2016).

Gijbels et al. (2010) undertook a systematic review of post-registration nursing and midwifery education focused specifically on the impact on practice from the perspective of nurses, midwives, patients, carers, education and health service providers. Sixty-one (61) studies met the inclusion criteria and were mainly of a retrospective and descriptive nature, with the majority of studies undertaken in the UK, Australia and the USA. The findings suggest that health care professionals benefit from post-registration programmes, applying their newly acquired attitudes, knowledge and skills. However, Gijbels et al. (2010) highlight there has been a tendency in the published work to provide limited detail regarding the educational initiative and its associated evaluative research design, obscuring the ability of the reader to fully comprehend and make decisions about the quality and transferability of the findings. The review identified limited available evidence of the direct impact on organisational and service delivery changes, and on benefits to patients and carers, with further research recommended.
However, the impact of educational interventions is not simple. Olsen and Tooman (2012) suggest the practice of assessing and valuing educational methods based only on their capacity to directly influence practice reflects an impoverished understanding of how change in clinical practice actually occurs, with little attention to the context of the CPD initiative and the agency of the learners. Findings from a large, mixed-method research programme in the UK highlight the impact organisational culture has upon the ability of staff to innovate, work effectively and provide high quality patient care, with poor organisation, information and levels of staff support a key inhibitory factor (Dixon-Woods et al., 2014). Therefore, for CPD to be valued and seen as effective it must addresses the needs of individual clinicians as well as the populations they serve and the organisations within which they work (Schostak et al., 2010). The review by Rampatige et al., (2009) suggest practitioners need to take an active role in their learning with interactive, multifaceted CPD interventions, and interventions with repeated inputs being more effective in bringing about positive practice changes than non-interactive techniques. In addition, to maximise the potential for CPD to equate with knowledge translation and enhanced practice, the context must be supportive, involving all levels of the organisation, and providing organisational and peer support (Bantwini, 2009; Govranos and Newton, 2014; Mcnally et al., 2012; Stolee et al., 2005).

This paper presents a detailed and transparent discussion of the content, evaluative strategy and research findings from a CPD initiative. The findings are discussed in light of the wider literature and research maximising the potential for transferability and contributing to the evidence base.

**THE EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVE**

In response to a growing population of children with complex health needs, health visitors (HVs) who are Specialist Community Public Health Nurses, are increasingly involved in multi-disciplinary teams (MDT) (Public Health England, 2016). To ensure HVs can respond effectively to client needs
professional guidance suggests they may benefit from CPD opportunities (Bishop, Gilroy & Stirling, 2015).

In response in 2014 a half-day workshop was developed in a North of England NHS Trust. The workshop ran twice and aimed to provide information on and opportunities to discuss:

- Children with complex health and developmental needs
- How multi-disciplinary team members may contribute and support such needs
- New ways of working – including the team around the family meetings
- A mechanism to facilitate peer and team support

In addition to the 21 HV attendees, members of the wider multi-disciplinary team (MDT) also participated with the aim of sharing information about their roles and services. MDT participants included physiotherapists, speech and language therapists, dieticians, local voluntary sector representative, occupational therapists and community children’s nurses.

The workshop format (see Figure 1) was designed to create maximum opportunities for discussion and to engage both the HVs’ semantic and episodic memory (Eraut, 2004), allowing them to share similar experiences and learn from alternate approaches to management. The MDT members with different backgrounds could challenge formulaic thinking and introduce alternative, profession-specific perspectives. Facilitators moved around the groups challenging participants to think more critically and beyond their initial insights by asking ‘what if’ questions.

Figure 1: Workshop format

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

The study drew upon Realistic Evaluation (RE), which proposes that causal powers reside not in objects or individuals but in the social relations and organisational structures they form (Pawson and
Tilley 1997). Therefore relationships between causal mechanisms (e.g. education) and outcomes (e.g. learning experiences, and resulting activity) are not fixed but contingent on contextual factors (e.g. education methods, practice setting and culture). Pawson (2013) recently highlighted how evaluations often focus on participants’ responses to initiatives (outcomes) and overlook strategies used to ‘journey through’ them. Pawson argues while participants’ perceptions of their experiences are important, there is a need to look beyond experiences to seek where and when sometimes hidden and pre-existing latent mechanisms reveal themselves and come into play (Pawson, 2013 p.117). This study draws on the original RE work of (Pawson and Tilley 1997) but also attends to issues of journeying and latent mechanisms (Pawson, 2013). The research team is multi-disciplinary and therefore brought a range of experience and perspectives to the study.

The evaluation aimed to explore

- Participants’ immediate perceptions of the workshops including: interaction, engagement and learning context.
- Short and medium term perceptions following the workshops including: value, relevance and application to practice.

**Ethics and Recruitment**

Ethical and governance procedures were adhered to (DoH, 2005; HRA, 2014). Ethical approval was gained and the proposal agreed by the NHS Trust involved. Recruitment was undertaken by the research team with information distributed several days before the workshop ensuring sufficient decision-making time. Participation (see table 1) was voluntary with consent gained before the workshop, on the day and at subsequent data collection (see table 2). All participants were assigned a code and all data was rendered anonymous. Interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim.

**Table 1: Workshop attendees and study participants**
**Design and methods**

Data collection methods included observation, questionnaire and interviews, over 8 months (by ** & ** see table 2). The questionnaire provided an overview of participants’ initial thoughts after the workshop (see table 2) and guided development of an in-depth interview schedule (Kvale, 1996).

Potential concepts and ideas for exploration at interview were developed from consideration of the background literature, the research aims and the post-workshop questionnaire results. This approach is useful in initiating an inquiry process and developing questions which facilitate participant disclosure and emerging themes (Cresswell 2013). Semi structured telephone interviews were undertaken at two points (approximately 3 months and then 6 to 8 months post workshop).

This approach provided a detailed account of participants’ thoughts, activities and practice. Areas of questioning in interview 1 included: activity; relevance and application of the workshop to everyday practice; knowledge or skills gained; perceptions of worth and value of the workshop. At interview 2 similar areas were covered with additional questions regarding putting learning into practice, and perceptions regarding factors supporting or hindering the embedding of learning gained at the workshop into practice. The interview guide acted as a prompt, it identified areas for initial exploration and provided clarity between the two researchers regarding the interview intentions.

However, in accordance with principles of semi-structured qualitative interviews, the interview guide was not followed in a prescriptive manner, as each Health Visitor’s narrative was unique provoking a unique response, which in turn evoked a particular follow up question (Cresswell 2013).

**Table 2: Data collection mapped to study objectives and methodology (C = Context, M = Mechanisms, O = Outcomes)**
Analysis
Qualitative data from questionnaires, interviews and observation notes were manually coded using C,M,O definitions as a broad framework (see table 2) whilst allowing additional areas to emerge inductively. Data was managed via a series of shared documents and spreadsheets. Initial thematic analysis was undertaken independently by two researchers (**,**) who then compared and discussed emerging findings which were fed into subsequent data collection (medium term interviews), thus following principles of constant comparison (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Data was first coded into ‘chunks’ (e.g before the session, during and after ) followed by reduction into smaller categories (e.g changing needs, uncertainty, interactivity, reciprocity, workload pressures) which sought both similarities and differences, whilst attending to C,M,O characteristics, latent mechanisms and notions of journeying (Pawson 2013). Grouping and regrouping categories then formed larger themes (e.g., expectations, learning experiences, emotional safety for learning, enhancing practice). Researchers then returned to the transcripts to further populate and refine categories and themes and try out emerging C,M,O configurations. Comparisons were made across data from the 2 workshops and across data collection points. Questionnaire data was analysed using descriptive statistics (percentages and simple response differences) to highlight commonalities and differences.

Quality and Rigour
Trustworthiness consists of credibility, dependability and transferability and is essential to the quality of qualitative research (Graneheim and Lundman 2004, Seale 1999). Clarity and detail regarding the participants and the workshop format increases transferability of findings (Seale 1999). Credibility and dependability were ensured via collection of descriptive data reflecting real experiences from a variety of sources, independent initial analysis and team data workshops. During data workshops (n= 3) the team (6 people from various backgrounds including Nursing, Educational
research, Information science, Midwifery, Medicine and Health Visiting) discussed, challenged and debated: analysis, findings and interpretations.

In addition, an integral aspect of trustworthiness is reflexivity, an in-depth self-awareness of strengths, limitations and perspectives (Lincoln and Guba 2000) which ensures assumptions are explored and made explicit, thus enabling them to be challenged and therefore safeguarding against pre-conceptions entering the analysis unless they are evident in the data (Robson 2002). The multiple perspectives brought to bear on the data and analysis process during research team meetings, data workshops and at external presentation of findings, enabled assumptions to be regularly explored thus enhancing trustworthiness.

FINDINGS

Questionnaire
Participants reported between 1 to 32 years of working as a HV (mean of 12 years) and mixed caseloads including between 1 and 10 children with complex needs (mean of 4). Half of the respondents highlighted the local context, utilising terms such as “deprivation” a “range of social classes” suggesting this was significant for their practice. Quantitative results (Table 3) show almost all respondents valued the workshop and reported gaining new insights and ideas for their practice.

Table 1: Questionnaire results

Qualitative findings
Findings were consistent across short (3 month) and medium term (6 – 8 month) interviews. Interrelated themes related to different time points: before, during or after workshop attendance (temporal aspects).
Prior to the workshop: Expectations

Expectations included uncertainty regarding workshop content and ambiguity about attendance.

“to be honest, I went to the training and I didn’t really know exactly what it was going to involve” HV A

For many, expectations and desire to attend was driven by changes in practice, services provided or client’s needs and a need to feel ‘up to date’.

“It would have been nice if I’d been aware of a lot of the things that were going on... But I wasn’t aware of them, you know, so I kind of felt: gosh, I should be aware of these things” HV L

These changes led to some feeling they needed additional guidance and support to ensure they could negotiate such practice changes confidently.

“sometimes there is sort of gaps ....we’ve had sort of issues in the past where you know, they’ve potentially needed referral into CAMHS because of their age and things, or they don’t meet the criteria and you kind of holding on to this child going “Okay, where do I go next?”” HV B

The study was not designed to explore prior perceptions and therefore the spontaneity of remarks indicate some uncertainly regarding workshop content and highlight the importance of prior expectations. Thus a series of latent, contextually linked mechanisms such as service re-configurations and case load changes provoking feelings of reduced self-confidence may have come into play prior to the workshops and prompted attendance.

During the workshop: The Learning Experience

All participants found the workshop informative, regardless of length of service. .

“Definitely useful for me, being new into health visiting anyway” HV F
“I’m a very experienced health visitor and I’ve worked for a long time, so a lot of it was just reinforcing what I already know, but that wasn’t a negative, because I think it just confirms what you do know, which is sometimes helpful, as well as what you don’t know.” HV E

Data suggested the informative nature of the workshops pertained to three aspects; roles, services and processes.

“It was valuable actually, meeting the other professionals, some who I didn’t know and some that I wasn’t 100% clear of what their roles were.” HV E

“it was just useful to know what other services do exactly and when’s an appropriate time to refer or get in touch” HV C

“How their processes worked as well, How they’d received referrals; what happened when they’d received them and just giving that understanding of the process that’s going to happen. It makes it easier to explain to families as well” HV F

Many valued the opportunity to network and the resulting ability to place a face with a name. This human contact was important in enhancing confidence to subsequently contact services and in facilitating communication.

“it certainly increases my confidence. That when I’ve spoken to somebody face to face, that I feel as if I can ring them again,” HV K

it was kind of good for a bit of networking, really and getting to meet people in advance [of working with them].” HV C

“in terms of sort of the social aspect of everybody knowing each other who’s involved with this child is a good thing. . . . ‘Cos it just means that you can communicate better and get the right things in place” HV L
When asked what influenced the learning experience, participants suggested the interactive teaching strategy, encouraged sharing of experiences and ideas, getting to know one another and learning together.

“It was as interactive session, where we [multiple agencies] all... You know, they swapped tables and everything. Erm, and we spoke about our individual roles, so it wasn’t just somebody actually standing up in front of you and talking.” HV Q

“You tend to just stay with who you know really, and I think it was moving and going into the different groups gave you that opportunity to speak to the other professionals that were there from different teams that you probably wouldn’t usually [talk to]” HV F

“I think [name] led it in a very sort of relaxing... it felt comfortable, it wasn’t sort if intense; it was sort of... the opportunity was there to sort of, you know, talk to people and I think [name] led it in a sort of very positive way” HV A

Although MDT members were initially invited as ‘givers’ of information conversations with researchers during the workshops suggested the interactive approach facilitated learning by all attendees. While some mentioned time constraints many comments highlighted the sharing nature of the experience and the way in which interactions felt reciprocal.

“there was no hierarchy in the group, was there and it was very relaxed, informal, but very structured, so I think that provided the opportunity for people to feel... Well, certainly, it made me feel comfortable and relaxed; to feel confident in sharing my thoughts and experiences.” HV E

“Everyone was involved and you got to talk to a wide group of people from multi disciplines.” HV L

“felt as if everybody was able to have their say and you know, give information.” HV K
However, some participants considered more attention was needed to ensure two-way flow of information. The language used to describe experiences implies varying degrees of reciprocity, a lack of which seems to have negatively impacted.

“nobody sort of said: “What do the health visitors do?” …Yes, everyone was giving us all their information, which was lovely, but no one sort of said, you know, “what do you do?”” HV J

“It felt a little bit like I was a child at school, you know? “What do you think I do?” And when I didn’t quite get it right, I was sort of scolded a bit for it.” HV H

While two participants felt they had a detailed knowledge base from prior experience and gained little from attending, others emphasised the relevance of the workshop to their current case load:

“I had a child in my head throughout the whole process” HV K

“I have got quite a few children on my caseload with additional needs, so it was really useful for me to be able to attend.” HV B

“I found it useful. I felt it was helpful for my practice currently.” HV E

Thus perceptions regarding prior knowledge and relevance seemed to influence engagement and learning.

It seems for some the interplay between interactivity, reciprocity and relevance created a learning environment and experience which felt safe and comfortable. This can be viewed as a transient contextual state.

“I found the format of the afternoon very relaxed .... a friendly open atmosphere ..so very positive... it made me feel comfortable and relaxed; confident in sharing my thoughts and experiences.” HV E
“I think everyone was transparent, welcoming, receptive to advice, willing to ask questions. You know, you didn't feel like... You were fine to ask them what they thought. Everyone was wanting to share their skills and information” HV J

Post workshop: Practice Enhancement
Participants were asked about professional activity following the workshop, including if they had instigated any actions they considered a result of their attendance. HVs suggested the knowledge gained regarding roles and services, together with links formed, enhanced their confidence to contact other services.

“Once you’ve met people face to face, it’s not as daunting ringing somebody who you’re thinking: well I don’t know what they’re going to say; are they going to expect me to know more about this service than I do? And I think that’s often one of the daunting things about sort of picking up the phone” HV B

There was a sense of increased collegiality illustrated by mentions of closer working relationships, which enhanced patient care.

“We’ve done a joint visit together, with them working so closely and it’s just much more seamless for the family.” HV F

“I was concerned about speech and language and I probably would have left it a bit...[but]. I phoned up and got some advice .. they were very helpful. They didn’t mind me ringing them up and they didn’t mind like, sharing the information” HV J

“I thought.. I’m going to contact them [other service]– because I wasn’t aware of that role. So that came as a result of going there [to the workshop]” HV G
The added information and human connections engendered feelings of being supported and empowered the HVs to access additional services. HVs also appeared more able and willing to lead collaborative initiatives and in some cases reported making earlier referrals.

“After the course I was really concerned about things [regarding a child] and I really pushed to bring a meeting together ... I just felt as if I was more confident that yes, it was part of my role to push this child’s needs to the forefront and get this meeting off the ground” HV K

I’ve actually referred to the occupational therapist for another family earlier” HV A

The main inhibitory factor in applying learning from the workshops appeared to be workload pressures. These included limited time and dealing with competing demands.

There are never enough hours in the day... it’s not just about the numbers of families; it’s actually the quality of the families that we have, the complex needs that some of the families have... It’s just mammoth.” HV Q

Although these ‘contextual issues’ hindered the HVs in using what they gained at the workshops, the data suggests that attending gave HVs information, knowledge and networks, enhanced confidence both to instigate changes, access additional support and in some cases make earlier referrals. Given the timing of data collection (6-8 months) it seems that these gains and practice changes were sustained in the medium term.

**DISCUSSION**

This study illuminates how the CPD workshop format facilitated HVs to gain knowledge, build networks and relationships, and develop confidence. In some cases, these gains translated into reported practice changes, sustained in the medium term. The methodology enabled findings to be conceptualised as a series of factors (contexts and mechanisms) which interact and influence
outcomes. Pawson (2013 p.14) has criticised some who purport to use realistic evaluation for their lack of an explanatory focus, and ‘failure to investigate contexts, mechanisms and outcomes in configuration’. Thus after initial thematic analysis the researchers (**) re-examined the temporal themes, the mechanisms (contextual and otherwise) and the outcomes to develop a detailed configuration (figure 2), providing an explanatory summary.

**Figure 2: CMO configurations conceptualised**

Some mechanisms are latent, context bound and external to the workshop. For example, prior to the workshop changes to service provision and practice processes constituted issues to be ‘dealt with’ and responded to by HVs and the wider MDT. King (2015) explored HV reactions to changes to practice following policy modifications and reported low morale and feelings of vulnerability. Such emotions may be likened to the feelings of uncertainty and doubt regarding being ‘up to date’ expressed by participants in this study, potentially indicating lowered self-efficacy. Some HVs reported uncertainty about workshop aims and content, potentially influencing motivation to attend. Previous work has highlighted that many nurses perceive CPD as mostly being mandatory training (Philippou, 2011). In this study, the individual’s self-efficacy and their perceptions of the workshop content seemed to act together as mechanisms influencing the outcome of ‘attendance’.

The ‘self-selection’ effect is often quoted in relation to initiative evaluations and transferability of findings, however as Pawson (2013, p.118) proposes, and this study indicates, there are often invisible mechanisms at play long before participants attend. All CPD initiatives either voluntary or mandatory may be subject to such mechanisms which could influence attendance and, or engagement. It is interesting that data collection did not purposively elicit prior perceptions; these were provided spontaneously indicating their importance to participants. This suggests adequate
preparation and information prior to CPD workshops is helpful in maximising motivation to attend, particularly when potential links to contemporary contextual issues such as policy or practice changes are emphasised (King, 2015; Philippou, 2011).

During the workshops other mechanisms came into play: latent mechanisms such as time limits and existing knowledge, and more personal ‘active’ mechanisms such as interactivity and reciprocity. These findings are supported by Bluestone et al., (2013) who concluded interactive methods of CPD are associated with a more favourable evaluation and increased likelihood of content being applied to practitioners’ subsequent practice. In this study mechanisms combined leading to a learning atmosphere where participants felt comfortable to disclose, challenge and share. This appeared particularly important in the final section of the workshop in which participants moved from abstract considerations to reflecting upon their own caseload and helping one another deconstruct the challenges faced. This atmosphere was akin to ‘emotional safety for learning’ (Steven et al., 2014), a temporal state in which participants feel relaxed and safe to discuss concerns, experiences and areas of uncertainty. This state is both an ‘outcome’ of a combination of reciprocity, relevance and interactivity and a ‘mechanism’ enhancing learning. Emotional safety enables interaction, sharing and absorption of information, potentially increasing trust and confidence, thus facilitating the development of social capital (Bordieu, 1986; Hofmeyer and Marck, 2008; Rostila, 2010; Stromgren et al., 2016).

While multiple definitions of social capital exist at the individual and collective level (Rostila, 2010; Bordieu, 1986), the term broadly refers to actual or potential resources embedded in and emerging from, social relationships. The structural dimensions of forms of social capital include linking, bonding and bridging (Hofmeyer and Marck, 2008; Rostila, 2010). In relation to nursing Stromgren et al. (2016 p.117) focused on workplace social capital, defining it as ‘a relational resource, e.g. the occurrence of networks, norms and trust promoting coordination and collaboration for a common good’. The development of social capital is associated with trusting relationships, reciprocity and
recognition (Bordieu, 1986) and is viewed as important for job satisfaction (DiCicco-Bloom, 2007; Stromgren et al., 2016), creation of safer care (DiCicco-Bloom, 2007; Hofmeyer and Marck, 2008;) and successful professional engagement in clinical improvements (Stromgren et al., 2016). Thus the reciprocity, interactivity and networking which emerged in this study can be posited as indicating development of social capital among the HVs, facilitators and MDT members who attended.

HVs suggested the workshop enhanced their practice by developing their confidence, promoting team working and enabling access to additional support which in some cases seemed to engender actions such as early referral. Post workshop mechanisms, such as time pressures and caseload, influenced HVs’ potential to operationalise the social capital gained, thus inhibiting translation into practice of gains from workshop attendance. Other contextual issues, such as reorganisation of services and new processes may have compounded this translation. Indeed research suggests not knowing how to access support, or a lack of follow up subsequent to learning activities may hinder the ability of health care staff to change and develop their practice (Lee, 2011). Longitudinal research would be necessary to ascertain if, or to what extent, social capital engendered via workshop attendance in this study may be ‘dormant’ and become accessible in the future.

**Study Limitations**

It is important to acknowledge that while realistic evaluation enabled an illumination of C,M,O’s involved in how the workshops ‘worked’, it did not and could not, fully answer the question ‘do workshops work in changing practice?’ Such a question requires a different, more longitudinal study and given the constantly changing landscape of health and social care, may be impossible to answer. Realistic evaluation purports a goal of ‘continual betterment of practice’ (Pawson and Tilley, 1997 p.119) rather than seeking generalizable answers to ‘does it work?’ questions.

We acknowledge this is a small, geographically and temporally located study and as such may have limited generalisability. However the multi-disciplinarity of the research team enabled a range of perspectives to be brought to bear on the study and allowed challenging and questioning of
emerging findings. We believe the strengths of this study are the analysis which goes beyond the mere description often found in evaluation research, and the conceptualisation of C,M,O configurations which may have transferability and resonance for others.

CONCLUSION

This paper has highlighted the value of CPD workshops for HVs. The interplay between mechanisms seemed to engender a series of outcomes: some transient such as the state of emotional safety for learning; some with longer-term potential such as network development and informative learning. While information and networks can be conceptualised as outcomes in their own right, they also act as mechanisms pivotal to the development of other post-workshop outcomes including access to support, teamwork and confidence development, if contextual conditions such as collegiality, workload pressures and case mix permit. Thus workshops are posited as engendering the formation of social capital. The ultimate aim of practice enhancement therefore seems dependent upon a whole series of context, mechanisms, outcome configurations lining up throughout the participants’ ‘learning journey’.

In times of austerity, and in a bid to have an educational reach that goes further and wider, online resources are often seen as a panacea for funding constraints and an effective way of reducing time away from the workplace. Cutting the need for expensive resources such as teachers, as well as allowing a significant number of staff to be ‘taught’ using the same materials, may offer a standardisation of approach and perhaps suggest the holy grail of education – homogenous outputs. However, such an approach does not reflect the need to consider CPD activity as a means to not only maintain practice but also to develop practice, with interaction a key component enabling practitioners to engage in debate, develop networks, support and the resulting social capital to advance their practice (Bluestone et al., 2013; Greatbatch, 2016; Rafferty, Xyrichis & Caldwell, 2015). We suggest that initiative developers aiming CPD at new or existing teams need to consider
nurturing social capital and to pay attention to the context and mechanisms, which can prompt attendance, engagement and subsequent practice application.
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Table 1: Workshop attendees and study participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Workshop 1</th>
<th>Workshop 2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N=</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop attendees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study participants</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17 (81%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed questionnaire</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15 (71%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed Interview 1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15 (71%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed Interview 2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10 (48%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Data collection mapped to study objectives and methodology (C = Context, M = Mechanisms, O = Outcomes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Broad definitions used in the study</th>
<th>Objectives. Describing &amp; exploring:</th>
<th>The sessions as enacted (on the day)</th>
<th>Subsequently (short and medium term)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* Context (C)* - the culture, routines, work structures within which participants operated. For example, related to working conditions, processes or the population with whom HVs worked.</td>
<td></td>
<td>* Participants’ interaction/engagement (C,M)*</td>
<td>* Perceptions of value, worth, gain (M) and impact (M,O)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Mechanisms (M) – interactions, relationships, activities or circumstances which influenced or impacted on participants ‘learning’ and feelings of confidence or competence.</td>
<td></td>
<td>* Learning milieu and context (C,M)*</td>
<td>* Relevance and application to everyday practice (M,O)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Outcomes (O) - any changes in the confidence, competence, knowledge, skills or activities Such changes may be observed, perceived or reported.</td>
<td></td>
<td>* Participants’ perceptions (Immediate) (M,O)*</td>
<td>* Possible and actual resulting activity (M,O)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation of sessions:</th>
<th>The sessions as enacted (on the day)</th>
<th>Subsequently (short and medium term)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Field notes X</td>
<td>* Participants’ interaction/engagement (C,M)*</td>
<td>* Perceptions of value, worth, gain (M) and impact (M,O)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaire X (taking approximately 10-15 minutes to complete):</td>
<td>* Learning milieu and context (C,M)*</td>
<td>* Relevance and application to everyday practice (M,O)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediately after session (11 questions open and closed) covering: Participant demographics &amp;</td>
<td>* Participants’ perceptions (Immediate) (M,O)*</td>
<td>* Possible and actual resulting activity (M,O)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
perceptions of:
- The workshop (aims, relevance, structure and organisation);
- Any gains from attending (knowledge, skills, insight, understanding); Networking;
- Reflections on potential value.

**Interviews**: Short and Medium term (retrospective)

Narrative style interviews ~ 45 minutes duration. In the short term (approx. 3 months post-workshop) Covering: Activity; Relevance and application of the workshop to everyday practice; Perceptions of worth and value of attending the workshop.

In the medium term (6-8 months post-workshop ~ 45 minutes duration) Also including: putting learning into practice; whether learning had been used in ways other than with babies ~1 year in age; perceptions regarding factors supporting or hindering the embedding of learning gained at the workshop into practice.
Table 3: Questionnaire results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answers / results</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1  Were there any additional or alternative aims you would have liked included?</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Did the session provide relevant information regarding the management of babies with complex health / developmental needs?</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  Do you feel you gained any new knowledge/skills/insights from attending the session?</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  Did the organisation and facilitation of session (e.g. pairing people, people moving around, the diagram to write on) help you understand how you could apply any learning gained to your practice?</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  Do you feel the study day enhanced your understanding of others professional roles?</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6  Do you feel the session activities were relevant to your everyday practice?</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7  Did the session provide opportunities to talk with other health visitors with case-loads which include babies and children with complex health and developmental needs?</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8  Did you feel the session organisation facilitated interaction and engagement?</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9  Did the session give you any new ideas or thoughts for your practice?</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Highlights

- Multidisciplinary interactive CPD can facilitate learning, networks and confidence
- Self-efficacy and perceptions of content appear as mechanisms influencing attendance
- Together reciprocity, relevance and interactivity may prompt emotional safety
- Emotional safety during a workshop facilitates social capital development
- Attendance gains can translate into practice changes sustained in the medium term
Legend
HV = Health Visitor. In the UK Health visitors are qualified and registered nurses or midwives who have chosen to gain additional training and qualifications as specialist community public health nurses. Their additional training enables them to assess the health needs of individuals, families and the wider community to promote good health and prevent illness. They work mainly with children from birth to five years and their families and may also work with at-risk or deprived groups such as the homeless, addicts or travellers (NHS Health Education England)
MDT = Multi-Disciplinary Team. In Community Children’s Nursing this could for example include: Health Visitor, School nurse, parents or carers, specialist nurses, Social worker, Paediatrician, Occupational therapist, Physiotherapist, speech and language therapist, care coordinator, individuals from local charities, voluntary sector etc. A multidisciplinary approach involves drawing appropriately from multiple disciplines to explore problems outside of normal boundaries and reach solutions based on a new understanding of complex situations. (NHS England 2014)
Figure 2

Context: changes in HV services and processes

Prior to the day: Expectations
- Changing needs, reduced self efficacy/confidence
- Mechanism (facilitatory)

Latent mechanisms
- Uncertainty regarding workshop aims and content
- Mechanism (inhibitory)

Outcomes: Workshop attendance, Expectations

On the day: The learning experience

- Mechanism
  - Time limits
  - Reciprocity

Mechanism Interactivity
- Existing knowledge
- Relevance

Mechanism and transient outcome
- Emotional safety for learning

Who is the learner?
- Networks, links, human relationships
- Outcome (and mechanism)

Information
- Informative learning experience
- Outcome (and mechanism)

Outcomes: Confidence, Accessing support, Teamwork

Post workshop: Enhancing practice
- Support
  - Collegiality
  - Mechanism (facilitatory)

Mechanisms
- Workload pressures
- Family resistance
- Caseload mix

Mechanism (inhibitory)

Wider overarching outcome: Practice Enhancement